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What may be the most thorough study ever of a single organism has produced a beta code for life’s essential
subroutines, and shown that even the simplest creatures are more complex than scientists suspected.

The analysis combined information about gene regulation, protein production and cell structure in Mycoplasma 
pneumoniae, one of the simplest self-sustaining microbes.

It’s far closer to a “blueprint” than a mere genome readout, and reveals processes “that are much more subtle and
intricate than were previously considered possible in bacteria,” wrote University of Arizona biologists Howard
Ochman and Rahul Raghavan in a commentary accompanying the findings, which were published last Thursday
in Science.

M. pneumoniae has just one-fifth as many genes as E. coli, the traditional single-cell model organism. That makes
it an ideal target for systems biologists who want to understand how cells function. To them, genome scans are
just a first step. They don’t explain when or why genes are turned on and off, or how different genes interact at
different times, or how cellular “machines” use proteins produced by gene instructions.

In the new studies, German and Spanish researchers documented almost every single protein used by M. 
pneumoniae. They looked up the known functions of each of its genes, and made recordings of gene activity. 
They documented all the chemical reactions inside M. pneumoniae and mapped its physical structure. Then they 
put all this together.

What emerged was a picture of surprising complexity. M. pneumoniae needs just eight gene “switches” to control
its molecular activities, compared to 50 in E. coli — a number so low that it implies other, as-yet-unknown
regulatory processes. Groups of genes thought to work in unison did so only intermittently. At other times they
worked in isolation, or in unexpected configurations.

The findings also showed that chromosome topography — the actual, three-dimensional arrangement of an
operating genome, rather than its linear laboratory readout — plays an important part in determining how genes
interact.

In short, there was a lot going on in lowly, supposedly simple M. pneumoniae, and much of it is beyond the
grasp of what’s now known about cell function.
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Eventually, the thorough analytical approach used to study M. pneumoniae could be applied to other microbes.
The findings could also be used by synthetic biologists trying to synthesize microbial life. But for now, they
show just how much work remains to be done before life’s essential processes are understood.

“Linear mapping of genes to function rarely considers how a cell actually accomplishes the processes,” wrote
Ochman and Raghavan. “There is no such thing as a ’simple’ bacterium.”

Image: From Science, a 3-D reconstruction (left) of the M. pneumoniae cell; a map (right) of interactions
between the amino-acid–making ribosome and the cell’s proteins.
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Brandon Keim’s Twitter stream and reportorial outtakes; Wired Science on Twitter. Brandon is currently 
working on a book about ecosystem and planetary tipping points.
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Posted by: jjantos | 11/30/09 | 7:12 pm

irreducible complexity anyone?

Posted by: ppetree | 11/30/09 | 7:25 pm

I think the article might have been interesting… couldnt tell though… that little Wired Science “join the
conversation” on twitter box kept changing and after being distracted 20 times I finally gave up and came down to
this…. I’m starting to question why I visit this site.

Posted by: jfobigfoot | 11/30/09 | 8:41 pm

@ jjantos

I’ll second that.


